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We report on the experimental realization of Cerenkov sum-frequency generation across the material dispersion in
a one-dimensional, periodically poled ferroelectric crystal. Three schemes of sum-frequency generation, confined
only in the vicinity of domain walls and in the form of nonlinear Cerenkov radiation, are demonstrated in normal,
degenerated, and anomalous-dispersion-like configurations. We exploit their phase-matching geometries, which
exhibit a whole scenario of the evolution of Cerenkov radiation varying with the dispersion relationship among the
interaction waves. In addition, two sets of conical sum-frequency generation with different radius and center are
demonstrated, which result from scattering assistant phase-matching processes. © 2015 Chinese Laser Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Owing to the presence of the dispersion, the speed of moving
charge particles in a dielectric medium may exceed that of
light, which would drive the induced polarization to emit co-
herent electromagnetic waves in the form of Cerenkov radi-
ation [1,2]. Characteristics in such processes contain the
so-called velocity constraint, a forward-pointing conical wave-
front and front-pointing energy propagation. The analogous
phenomenon, nonlinear Cerenkov radiation (NCR), emerges
in nonlinear optics when intense laser is injected into nonlin-
ear media and gives rise to coherent harmonic generation in
the Cerenkov direction [3,4]. The nonlinear Cerenkov angle is
defined as cos θ � ν∕ν0, where ν0 and ν denote the phase
velocity of the nonlinear polarization wave and harmonic
wave, respectively. Phase matching of NCR is straightforward
in normal dispersive nonlinear media. Previous studies [5,6]
have revealed that the existence of domain walls in nonlinear
ferroelectric crystals enhances the efficiency of NCR [7–10]
and also modulates its behavior [11]. The process is accessible
along domain walls even with moderate input light intensity.
Since the nonlinear polarization wave only propagates (or is
confined) along domain walls, its phase velocity could be de-
termined as νp � ν∕ cos γ, where γ is the angle between the
plane of domain walls and the incident wave in the crystal.
Based on this, researchers had proposed an anomalous-
dispersion-like phase-matching scheme and approached par-
ticular nonlinear effects that were previously inaccessible
under normal dispersion [11,12]. With proper incidence
condition, it is possible to “accelerate” the phase velocity

of nonlinear polarization and even break through the “prohib-
ited threshold” of NCR in anomalous dispersion media. By ex-
ploiting the dispersion characteristics of polarization, highly
efficient frequency doubling resulting from noncollinear
phase-matching schemes on the surface [13] and boundary
[14,15] of bulk anomalous crystals has been experimentally
demonstrated which has great potential for practical
applications.

Previous studies have mainly used second-harmonic gener-
ation schemes to detect and investigate such phenomena; for
instance, the first observation of such enhancement by
Fragemann in 2004 [5], NCR frequency conversion [16], the
very latest 3D imaging of domain wall structures [8,17], and
so on. In this work, we reveal a variety of NCR patterns that
occur in a single photonic crystal under different dispersion
circumstances. By varying the wavelengths of two collinear
incident waves, we observe a series of consecutively evolving
upconversion processes which manifest themselves as nor-
mal, degenerated, and anomalous-dispersion-like NCR type
sum-frequency generation (SFG). In addition, multiconical
SFG has been observed which results from two types of scat-
tering-assistant phase-matching geometries.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To demonstrate the Cerenkov-type SFG scenarios, two
collinear laser beams with frequencies ω1 and ω2 are mildly
focused into a nonlinear photonic crystal, as shown in the ex-
perimental layout in Fig. 1(a). The light source is an optical
parametric amplifier (OPA, TOPAS, Coherent Inc.) pumped
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by a Ti:Sapphire femtosecond regenerative amplifier system
(50 fs duration, 1 kHz rep. rate). Two wave beams from the
OPA, the residual pump (F1) centered at 800 nm and the signal
(F2), tunable from 1000 to 1600 nm (both ordinarily polar-
ized), are synchronized and loosely focused into the sample
along the y axis. The sample used in the experiment is a peri-
odically poled 5 mol.% MgO:LiNbO3 crystal with dimensions of
15 mm�x� × 5 mm�y� × 0.5 mm�z� and period of 30 μm. The
incident beams are collimated and propagated along the
domain walls of the sample.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
ANALYSIS
The role of dispersion underlying the fundamental waves and
SFG varying with incident wavelength under the oo-e phase-
matching condition is shown in Fig. 1(b). There are three
cases of the wave vector relationship among the interaction
beams: I. k1 � k2 < k3, II. k1 � k2 � k3, and III. k1 � k2 > k3.
Case I shows the normal dispersion circumstance where
the Cerenkov SFG condition is naturally satisfied. Normal
sum-frequency NCR could be expected. In case II, the nonlin-
ear Cerenkov degenerates into a forward-pointing wavefront,
and thus the wave vectors of fundamental and harmonic
waves are parallel to each other. As regards case III, since
the phase velocity of sum-frequency nonlinear polarization
does not exceed that of the harmonic wave, this would
result in no NCR generation in the normal incidence configu-
ration. However, when the fundamental waves propagate
with anangle of γ with respect to the domain wall, the phase
velocity of the sum-frequency nonlinear polarization can be
expressed as

vp � ω3�
ω1
v1
� ω2

v2

�
cos γ

; (1)

where ω3 denotes the sum frequency and v1, v2 are the phase
velocities of waves F1 and F2, respectively. In this case, by
adjusting the incident angle, the phase velocity of sum-
frequency nonlinear polarization could be accelerated and
even exceeds that of the harmonic in the anomalous
dispersion environment, finally resulting in nonlinear
Cerenkov SFG. The modulated Cerenkov SFG angle with
respect to domain wall is expressed as

cos θ � �jk⃗1j � jk⃗2j� cos γ

jk⃗3j
; (2)

where k1, k2, and k3 are the wave vectors of the fundamental
waves and harmonic wave, respectively.

In our experiment, typical recorded patterns of the predi-
cated three cases, with the wavelength of F2 tuned across
the range of 1000–1600 nm, are demonstrated in Figs. 2(a),
2(b), and 2(c), respectively. For the first case, Cerenkov
SFG generation and Cerenkov second-harmonic generation
(CSHG) are displayed with fundamental waves (F1/F2) cen-
tered at 800/1250 nm, while the phase-matching condition is
illustrated in Fig. 2(d). The outer pair of harmonic spots is
the Cerenkov frequency doubling of incident wave F1, whose
central wavelength is 400 nm and the external angle is 33.1°.
The inner pair of harmonic spots is the Cerenkov SFG of F1
and F2. It is noted that the refractive index of the o-polarized
fundamental F2 exceeds the e-polarized harmonic at the input
wavelength range, which actually mimics an anomalous
dispersion environment in the oo-e phase-matching geometry.
In this case, a conical scattering-assistance second-harmonic
beam emerged instead of NCR, which is in accordance with
our previous studies [18].

When the incident wavelengths reach case II, the momen-
tum conservation law between the fundamental waves and
generated harmonic waves is fulfilled in the collinear arrange-
ment [see Fig. 2(e)]. The collinear phase matching between
fundamental and sum-frequency waves is thus fulfilled, which
would maximize the conversion efficiency. This circumstance
is distinguished from the collimated SFG in bulk media in that
the confinement effect of domain walls greatly enhances the
nonlinear polarization and improves the sum-frequency inten-
sity. Thus, the enhancement is only localized to their vicinity
regions. The measured conversion efficiency is up to 10.2%,
which will be of value for efficient frequency conversion tech-
nology and other optical applications. In this way, the degen-
erated NCR shows similarities and differences of essential
physical features with common collinear χ�2� upconversion
processes, which deserves further investigation.

In case III, there is no NCR generation in the normal inci-
dence configuration, which is in agreement with our theoreti-
cal predication. By rotating the incident angle, the NCR can
even exist in such anomalously dispersive media while
the modulated Cerenkov condition [Eq. (2)] is satisfied.
Figure 2(f) illustrates the phase-matching geometry in such
a configuration, where the pair of harmonic spots appears
on the same side of incidence. Overall, a successive scheme
of normal, degenerated, and anomalous-dispersion-like
Cerenkov SFG can be realized in one nonlinear crystal.

Fig. 1. (a) Layout of experimental setup. λ1 � 800 nm,
λ2 � 1000 nm–1600 nm. (b) Theoretical curves of the wave vector
relationship of the interaction wave beams, where the incidences
are both set to be ordinary polarized and the SFG extraordinary
polarized.

Fig. 2. (a)–(c) Illustrations of the typical patterns with the wave-
length of incidence F2 at 1250 nm, 1340 nm, and 1450 nm, respectively.
(d)–(f) Schematics of the phase-match conditions of the Cerenkov
sum-frequency generation (CSFG) in normal dispersion, degenerated,
and anomalous dispersion stage, respectively.
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The unified external angles of the Cerenkov SFG depend on
the fundamental wavelengths and incident angles throughout
all types of the dispersion condition. For normal pump inci-
dences, we measured the external angle θ of the Cerenkov
SFG varying with the incident wavelength, as shown in
Fig. 3(a). The dependence exhibits monotonically decrease
with the increasing wavelength of the incidences until the
degenerated circumstance. Beyond this point, Cerenkov gen-
eration can still be obtained by rotating the incident angle to
satisfy Eq. (2) in such an anomalously dispersive medium. For
simplicity, we studied the critical situation while varying the
incident angle to generate the degenerated Cerenkov SFG.
Corresponding to θ � 0°, the measured incident angle varying
with input wavelength is shown in Fig. 3(b), which agrees well
with the prediction.

Additionally, in the third case, two sets of multiple conical
second-harmonic generations were observed in the normal
incident circumstance, which share the same wavelength
but different central locations [see Fig. 4(a)]. Owing to the
random refractive-index inhomogeneity and imperfection
inside the crystal [19,20], each incident beam experiences
scattering, with scattered light exhibiting a consecutively
and symmetrically spatial distribution. These two series of
multiple rings originate from the scattering-assistant SFG.
Geometries for these conical SFGs at normal incidence
are schematically illustrated in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c). The
phase-matching conditions for the conical SFG emissions
are expressed as

k⃗1 � k⃗02 �mG⃗0 � k⃗3; k⃗2 � k⃗01 �mG⃗0 � k⃗3; m � 1; 2…;

(3)

where k⃗01, k⃗
0
2 represent the scattering wave vectors of the in-

cident waves. The intensity of the scattering conical SFG can
be expressed as I13 ∝ I1I 02L

2, I23 ∝ I2I 01L
2 where L is the inter-

action length and I1, I2, I 01, I
0
2 are the intensity of incidences

and the corresponding scattering light, respectively. The radii
of the rings increase synchronously with the increment of
incident wavelengths. Considering that the conical ring pat-
tern contains the structure information of the χ�2� crystal,
such a scattering recording mechanism may have great po-
tential in nondestructive evaluation of ferroelectric domain
structures [20,21] and other applications.

4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, a generic successive picture of Cerenkov SFG,
from normally dispersive to anomalously dispersive schemes,
has been realized in one nonlinear crystal. Analysis of the
three stages indicates that the Cerenkov phase-matching
geometries vary with the dispersion condition. It is notewor-
thy that the degenerated Cerenkov generation localized in the
domain wall region is achieved with a forward-pointing wave-
front, which is in coincidence with the collinear harmonic gen-
eration process. The Cerenkov external angle dependence on
the input wavelengths is investigated experimentally and
agrees well with the prediction. Moreover, two sets of multiple
conical harmonic generations are demonstrated under anoma-
lous dispersion, resulting from the sum frequency by the scat-
tering phase-matching processes of each incidence.
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